HAWAIIAN ROLLER COASTER RIDE

CHANT------------------------  ALOHA E, ALOHA E  'ANO' AI KE ALOHA E

F
THERE'S NO PLACE I'D RATHER BE
THAN ON MY SURF BOARD OUT AT SEA
LINGERING IN THE OCEAN BLUE

AND IF I HAD ONE WISH COME TRUE
I'D SURF TILL THE SUNSETS BEYOND THE HORIZON
AWIKIWIKI MAI LOHI LOHI  LAWE MAI I KO PAPAHE'E NALU
FLYING BY ON A HAWAIIAN ROLLER COASTER RIDE

C  Bb  F
AWIKIWIKI MAI LOHI LOHI  LAWE MAI I KO PAPAHE'E NALU
Bb  F
PI'I NANALU LA LAHALAHA  O KA MOANA HANUPANUPA

C  F
LALALA I KA LA HANAHANA  ME KE KAI HOENE I KA PU'E ONE
E
HELEHELE MAI KAKOU E  PAUSE

F
THERE'S NO PLACE I'D RATHER BE
THAN ON THE SEASHORE DRY WET FREE
ON GOLDEN SAND IS WHERE I'D lay

AND IF I ONLY HAD MY WAY
I'D PLAY TILL THE SUNSETS BEYOND THE HORIZON

C  Bb  F
LALALA I KA LA HANAHANA  ME KE KAI HOENE I KA PU'E ONE
Bb
IT'S TIME TO TRY THE HAWAIIAN ROLLER COASTER RIDE
HANG LOOSE  HANG TEN  HOWZIT SHAKE SHAKE
NO WORRY  NO FEAR  ANI'T NO BIGGY BRAHDA
CUTTIN IN  CUTTIN UP  CUTTIN BACK  CUTTIN OUT
FRONTSIDE  BACKSIDE  GOOFY FOOTED WIPE OUT
LET'S GET JUMPIN SURFS UP AND PUMPIN
COASTIN WITH THE MOTION OF THE OCEAN
WHIRLPOOLS SWIRLING CASCADING TWIRLING
HAWAIIAN ROLLER COASTER RIDE

THERE'S NO PLACE I'D RATHER BE
THAN ON MY SURF BOARD OUT AT SEA
LINGERING IN THE OCEAN BLUE
AND IF I HAD ONE WISH COME TRUE
I'D SURF TILL SUNSETS BEYOND THE HORIZON
AWIKIWIKI MAI LOHI LOHI
FLYING BY ON A HAWAIIAN ROLLER COASTER RIDE

AWIKIWIKI MAI LOHI LOHI
PI'I NANALU LA LAHALAHA
LALALA I KA LA HANAHANA
HELEHELE MAI KAKOU E
LAWE MAI I KO PAPAHE'E NALU
O KA MOANA HANUPANUPA
ME KE KAI HOENE I KA PU'E ONE
HAWAIIAN ROLLER COASTER RIDE